
2019 FERRARI 488 Pista2019 FERRARI 488 Pista
Rosso Fiorano with Bordeaux Alcantara

£285,000£285,000

Mileage 1,315 miles  Engine Capacity 3902cc

Body Style Coupe  Fuel Petrol

Transmission Semi-automatic  Chassis No. 249580

Continuing in the strides of legends, the Ferrari 488 Pista is the last in a long line of phenomenal track orientated versions of

Ferrariâ€™s V8 supercars.

The 488 Pista is the successor of the 458 Speciale and was the first mid-engined turbocharged V8 released by Maranello since

the production of the F40. Upon its launch the 488 Pista was fuelled by the most powerful V8 engine in the Maranello

marqueâ€™s history and was the companyâ€™s special series sports car with the highest level of technological transfer from

racing to road. Its given name Pista means â€˜trackâ€™ in Italian and was chosen specifically to testify Ferrariâ€™s

unparalleled heritage in motor sports. Technically the car encompasses all of the experience built up on the worldâ€™s

circuits by the 488 Challenge and the 488 GTE and its engine is in fact a full-fat version developed from the 488 Challenge

race car, giving the Pista an astonishing 0-125mph in 7.5 seconds and a mind-boggling top speed of 211mph!
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The car we present here is a 1 owner, UK supplied example with only 1,308 miles from new that boasts the rare and desirable

stripe-delete option. It further benefits from a huge list of factory optional extras which include; front suspension lifter, special

option Extracampionario ‘Rosso Fiorano’ exterior paint colour with Extracampionario Bordeaux Alcantara interior & giallo

leather inner details, carbon fibre inner sill trim, carbon fibre floor plates, front air vents in carbon fibre, carbon fibre front

flaps, carbon fibre side air splitter, rear diffuser in carbon fibre, carbon fibre rear moulding, carbon fibre upper tunnel, engine

covers in carbon fibre, carbon fibre instrument cluster, giallo rev counter, large carbon fibre racing seats, giallo leather seat

stripes, embroidered prancing horse on headrests, racing seat lifter, Bordeaux Alcantara interior carpets, Bordeaux floor mats

with 488 Pista logo, giallo contrast stitching throughout, high power Hi-Fi system with radio navigation and Bluetooth,

adaptive front light system, HELE (High Emotion Low Emission), â€˜Scuderiaâ€™ Ferrari shields, 20â€  forged wheels, giallo

brake calipers, rear parking sensors, PPF and Navtrak system.

Presented in ‘as new’ condition throughout and is offered with the remainder of its Ferrari 7-year service plan until September

2026. It also comes complete with its original books including its service/warranty supplement, pouch, spare key, Ferrari car

cover, Ferrari battery conditioner and a dedicated history file that includes a copy of its original invoice.
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